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What’s flying
around….
The Greatest Gift
Rob Wilson - Editorial
In a recent conversation with a treasured friend I
stated that we were giving each other the greatest
gift – time. I want to thank all those people who
gave their time to assist the planning committee
as it developed the Bird Symposium and I want to
thank
all those who attended the day in
Esterhazy. A listing of individuals would fill a
page of our newsletter and for that reason will not
be provided. You know who you are and we, the
planners and participants, know who you are.
You were noted and you ARE appreciated. Your
involvement in YFBTA brings credibility to our
organization.
I want to encourage all of the readers of this
newsletter to continue to ask themselves, “How
can I contribute to the values and objectives of
YFBTA?” YFBTA is mostly about the fostering
of awareness. We hope to highlight and educate.
Please continue to give your organization your
greatest gift – your time.
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Young birder Warren Wourms with mentor Juanita
Heembrock. Juanita and Warren have signed onto the YFBTA Youth
Mentoring Program. Story on Page 3.
I was pleased and impressed by a
very young registrant, Warren, at
our Bird Symposium. A youth
with unbounded enthusiasm is
incredibly important to the values
of this organization because he is
willing to unabashedly reveal and
share his absolute delight in
nature. Why does that delight
seem to mellow with age? Why do
we often neglect to place a
VALUE
on
that
delight?
Preserving and protecting the
natural world is of itself a laudable
goal but it is important to preserve
and protect for future people as
well.
This means that diversity must be

sustained. Diversity is wonderfully
represented in the bird world. As
we give our time and attention to
the world of birds, we are
reminded of the need for the
protected and unpolluted wild
spaces which sustain them. It is up
to each of us to find ways to
protect these micro-habitants ...for
LIFE (in ALL its forms).
It is our collective challenge to
establish, maintain and promote
larger spaces – our trails. It is our
collective challenge to encourage
others to take TIME to explore
our local areas, to observe, to
appreciate and to revere.
Continued Page 2 ….
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It is our collective challenge to reveal the natural world to our
youth, to encourage these young people and to act as mentors
for those who are willing to engage with us.
The Golden Jets Hall literally hummed with incredible energy
Saturday, Feb. 17. Under the tutelage of Sara Williams, John
Pollock, Clem Miller, Jared Clarke and Candace Savage we
were invited to notice and to appreciate. Sara reminded that
increased biodiversity results in decreased problems with
disease and infestation in our planted spaces. John referred
repeatedly to the importance of a diversity of plants and spaces
to ensure the food and shelter required for survival of our birds
through the winter. Clem inspired by “tracing one warm
line” (from a Stan Rogers ballad) which illustrated how
ordinary Saskatchewanians in rural areas can grow a dream
(which has resulted in the Chaplin area becoming part of The
Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve). Clem confessed that
over a period of years promoting development, he has evolved
into a conservationist. Jared reminded us that there are
creatures among us (in his case, saw-whet owls) of which we
are entirely ignorant – creatures which are deserving of study
and consideration. Candace encouraged us to give a careful and
open-minded consideration to all creatures. Candace extolled
virtues and vices of often unappreciated ravens and crows. A
quote from Candace’s book, Curious by Nature – “…I still get
a buzz of delight every time I find out something new or revisit
a familiar experience or fact from a fresh perspective” –
illustrates one of her themes.
By reading this newsletter you are giving YFBTA a great gift.
Are you going to take a “friend” membership for a young
person? Warren and young YFBTA member, Mario, would
like to meet more young birders.

Jared Clarke and his friend “Tyke” ( a Great Horned Owl)
captured everyone’s attention at the Birding Symposium.
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Choosing Our Future
Walter Farquharson
President of the YFBTA
Every organization begins with a vision or dream and then
devises an organizational structure that allows it to give
shape to that dream . It then either continually adapts to
changing circumstances and challenges or, out of habit,
huffs and puffs its way along without much passion or
direction. The YFBTA is determined to choose the first
of those courses.
When we began as an organization, we identified ourselves
as a group existing to promote tourism related to the rich
diversity of wildlife and ecological habitat found within
our area. Birding, the study and exploration of other
animal forms, the study of
wild flowers - all of these
were emerging as individual and family friendly activities
that could be focussed on one's own backyard or could
be global in terms of interests pursued and
travels
undertaken. The habitat was here. The diversity of bird
life astounding. Local trails and local spots of interest
were identified and augmented. Friendships and
connections were
made. And everything depended
upon environmental awareness and advocacy.
This year we look forward to a visioning process that will
help us look at where we have been, what we have done,
and, more importantly, to look to the future and identify
areas where we need to concentrate our energies and
resources. We hope to begin that process with the Board
of Directors gathering soon for the better part of a day
under the capable leadership of Kim
Wondrasek of
Yellowhead REDA.
Kim has been an amazing and
committed guide on our journey thus far—and she even
says that she likes us!
Continued Page 3 ….
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"What's flying around...", the YFBTA Newsletter has become
a
treasured visitor in our homes, a source of information
and connecting and an enticement to membership. We are
experimenting in this edition with some limited advertising
that will defray costs of printing and production and be a
service to our advertisers. We want to keep subscription
costs as low as possible and to be able to pass copies of the
newsletters to
schools as well as to others we wish to
interest
in the YFBTA
and its various projects
and educational and promotional endeavours. We owe a big
vote of thanks to our worthy editors, John Sawkey and Rob
Wilson.
A letter has again been sent to the Minister for the
Environment urging support for a gathering of small players
like ourselves
from across the province. A vision that
encompassed both tourism
and environmental awareness
existed in the Saskatchewan Birding Trails Experience. We
see a need and a great potential to be addressed. The
YFBTA is not only urging some Government leadership here
but has offered to play a key part in planning and even
hosting such a gathering.
Please offer feedback about what you see and what you don't
see in what we are doing. It is our organization and it is for
us to shape it as it grows. Walter Farquharson


Enjoyment and Economics
Some may feel that the two are a contradiction in terms
but the 2007 Bird Symposium held in Esterhazy on Feb.
17, 2007 proved it to be otherwise. Those attending
enjoyed the day and it was a boost to the Esterhazy
businesses by increasing traffic and trade in town.
Approximately 88 people attended the YFBTA AGM and
Bird Symposium. They drove from as far away as
Saskatoon, Moosomin, and Russell, MB converging in
Esterhazy for the day. People were heard to say that
they either had never been to Esterhazy before or hadn’t
been in town for many years. They now had a reason to
visit our town, giving us an opportunity to introduce
ourselves.
Even though a full day of speakers and presentations was
scheduled, some had the opportunity to visit local
businesses. I heard from one business owner later that
his sales were up and that he feels it was due to the
Symposium. Economic spin-offs would include the hiring
of a local caterer and buying supplies for coffee breaks
and decorations.
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It also provides the local businesses an opportunity to
show support for community events by sponsoring
speakers and coffee breaks. Good PR is good for
business.
The advertising leading up to the day was very thorough.
The Yellowhead Flyway Birding Trails Association used a
variety of ways to promote the day: TV, radio,
newspapers and newsletters.
Every interview, each
article in the local papers, even a mention of the Bird Line
by Trevor Herriot mentioned the Town of Esterhazy. It
kept Esterhazy in the forefront of people’s minds
reinforcing the fact that things are happening in
Esterhazy.
By hosting the Symposium, the town had the chance to
make a good, first impression. Visitors see what we have
to offer in the way of shopping and attractions, and
experience our hospitality. There’s a good possibility that
they will come again and explore what Esterhazy has to
offer in a more leisurely fashion.
Another important aspect of the day was the exhibits and
displays, giving those in the area another venue to
highlight their crafts and products. The Town used this as
an opportunity to promote their tourist attractions with a
table of brochures and a display of flour mill souvenirs.
It was thoroughly enjoyable day and all of you should be
commended for your support of the YFBTA organization.
On behalf of the organizing committee of Lauretta RitchieMcInnes, Rob Wilson, John Simpson, John Nightingale
and myself, thank you for your co-operation and support.
Respectfully submitted by Judy Parker : Chairperson
of the Planning Committee for the AGM and Bird
Symposium.
**********

Bluebird Youth Mentoring
Program
Juanita Heembrock of Dubuc, Saskatchewan.
Juanita has “signed onto” the YFBTA Bluebird Youth
Mentoring Program. This program is coordinated on behalf
of YFBTA by member Ron Knudsen of Saltcoats. Rob and
John thank Juanita for taking the time to provide this
heartening story and for providing photographs.
Dear YFBTA,
Due to the fact that I was so busy building, repairing and setting
up over 40 birdhouses, I didn’t have much time for reports.

This page is sponsored by Cherrydale Golf and Campground.
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I am a member of YFBTA and I participated in the Bluebird
Youth Mentoring Program in 2006. The little boy whom I am
mentoring is nearly three years old. I am certain that he was
SENT my way. Warren Wourms first showed a keen interest in
bird books when he began to crawl to the bookstand in his
home. His parents, Shawn and Somer Wourms, had the
foresight to recognize Warren’s interest and determination to
learn about birds. They encourage him to identify and use the
songs and calls of birds. Warren is truly amazing. Both parents
now find a need to learn more about birds in order to keep up to
Warren’s interests.

wait for them to become adults, we will all learn together.
Happy Birding. Sincerely, Juanita Heembrock


I placed several different birdhouses in Wourm’s yard last
summer. It didn’t take tree swallows long to occupy them.
Tree Swallows are friendly little birds. Happily, we also had
two pairs of bluebirds nesting. Due to the fact that they were
quite timid and new to the area, we didn’t interfere with them. I
did however go every other day to sit quietly watching them.
We had four young in each house. I saw these young bluebirds
later on fence posts and trees. We had placed the bluebird
houses beside a slough and this location seemed to suit them. I
want to note that I placed 8 houses nearby which were occupied
by tree swallows. It seemed to take this many closely located
houses to satisfy these swallows, leaving the remaining houses
for bluebirds.
I will be participating in the program again in 2007. Hopefully,
this summer the bluebirds will return and hopefully they will be
calmer and more numerous. I also had bluebirds in my own
yard last summer. These birds were much tamer. I was able to
take the front off the house in order that I could see them every
day. Later I put up some Martin houses. This caused, I believe,
too much competition. I then moved the bluebird houses to a
quieter location and things went well after that.
Warren loves watching all the birds, especially the Martins.
We call to the Martins. It seems that they respond. They sit on
a nearby wire, they chat, they stretch and then fly. I have been
watching and feeding birds most of my life. To have a young
person like Warren come into my life, to share this interest is to
receive a great gift.
Warren has a younger brother, Austin, who loves my canary
and who also is showing a strong interest in birds. Austin is a
one year old. I am very excited in my role as mentor to these
young children. I give credit to parents Shawn and Somer for
permitting me to install bird houses on their property. I
commend them for recognizing their children's interest and for
fostering their education about birds, bugs and butterflies.
I cannot think of a better gift than to have the privilege of
sharing my love of birds and knowledge of birds with these two
young people. I am inspired to build and install more bird
houses and to continue to learn about nature in order that I will
be able to pass more information to this family. Warren and
Austin Wourms show a promise of becoming full-fledged
naturalists, part of a future generation. In the meantime, while I
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The Joy of the Osprey
Ella Smith
In spite of the fact that we’ve had so much spring-like weather,
and that we are barely beginning to have longer days, I expect
we will still endure some good old fashioned Saskatchewan
winter. However, “if winter comes can spring be far behind?”
I am looking at my feeder as I write this and watching an
American Goldfinch feeding. That, and the sunny warm day
does set my thoughts to spring.
One of the anticipations of spring for people in this area is the
return of the Osprey to their nesting places.
The first place that I ever saw the Osprey nest was at
Hinchcliffe (10 minutes ) south of Endeavour. It was on the
uppermost peak of the Sask. Pool elevator. Birders in the area
had been watching the Osprey here for years. As soon as it
returned the vigil would begin and continue throughout the time
of refreshing the nest and sitting eggs, and then we would count
little heads as the parents began the continuous feeding of the
young.
Then one year we were told that the elevator was scheduled to
be taken down. Although we were saddened at the thought of
losing another one of our Saskatchewan landmarks, our greater
concern was about the Osprey losing its nest.
Continued ….
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Kelsey Ecological Society contacted Dr. Stuart Houston in
Saskatoon, and he instructed our group on how to erect a
nesting platform near the elevator. It was our sincere hope that
the Osprey would accept this as its new home. When the
demolition day arrived the Sask. Pool crew were compassionate
about the Osprey nest and managed to lower the entire peak
which held the nest without damaging it. It was quite a
revelation to see how big the nest was at a close look. It was no
small task to transfer it to the new platform. Happily the great
birds just moved right over and to this day they keep returning
to it to raise another family.
As the Osprey population grew, more nesting places were
being sought. One year a pair decided to build a nest where the
power lines converge at Lady Lake (about 15 minutes north of
Preeceville on # 9 Highway) Sask power crews applied some
apparatus to spread the lines so the birds would be safe and no
hazard existed. In the meantime, Kelsey Ecological people
again got busy and erected a nesting platform right near where
they were nesting. Now each year when spring arrives we
watch as we drive by to see if the Osprey are back. Each year
more people become interested in the return of these majestic
birds. Each year there are more and more Osprey and more
people are watching for their return and then enjoying the
appearance of small heads as the young start squawking for
food. I’m told this is a return from the endangered species list.
Then the other nesting place that has been special to me is one
at Nelson Lake by the Lutheran Bible Camp. I annually attend
Camp Lore which is an Anglican week-end family Camp. It
always takes place on the last week-end of July. By that time
the birds are feeding their young. The nest was high up on a
spruce tree very near the back door of the dining hall. Everyone
enjoyed watching the nest full of young birds and the adults
busy at bringing food from the lake.
On one particular occasion when the campers were assembled
around the campfire, and the sun was setting in one of those
spectacular shows of rosy colour the Osprey was coming off
the lake heading for the nest. As it flew over the campers its
entire white underside took on a rosy reflection of the sunset
and it was a breathtaking sight. This fly-past happened several
times and no one will ever forget that awesome show.
Then one day when there was no one at the Bible Camp and
there was a high wind , someone across the lake noticed that
the nest had gone down. He called one of the Kelsey Ecological
members who immediately called another person and they went
out to the lake. They did indeed find the nest down and three
young osprey on the ground. One seemed to have a broken
wing. They took the birds home and immediately set about
building a platform and getting the nest back up. I believe one
of the birds survived. The one with the broken wing was taken
to Saskatoon to a vet who set the broken bone. However the
bird could not tolerate the stress. When it died , permission was
given by the conservation department to have the bird stuffed .
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One of the Kelsey members (Larry Bartch) made a display case
for it.
One of the ladies who played a very great part in this activity
was Muriel (Mitchell) Tratch. She took the bird to several
schools and gave a detailed presentation about the Osprey. She
also made a video with some wonderful video shots of the birds
described in this article. It is called “The Year of the Osprey”. It
is available for viewing at the Preeceville Library. The beautiful
Osprey in the case is also on display there. Kelsey Ecological
Society is very proud of the part they have played in the
survival of the Osprey in this area, and would be pleased to
have you visit the library to see the bird and watch the video.
Submitted by Ella Smith, YFBTA Member
Endeavour, Sask.


YFBTA YOUTH PROGRAMS
YFBTA continues with its efforts to develop programs
intended to foster the interest and education of young
people:
Painting Birds. In conjunction with, and with the support of
YFBTA, Joan Wilson (one of our members) travelled
to Esterhazy to share her artistic talents with the grade
five students of teacher Linda Schentag.
Joan
instructed the students in water colour techniques and
then provided outlines of local birds for these students
to paint. The art produced was displayed at the
YFBTA’s Bird Symposium and in various locations in
Esterhazy before being returned to the students.
Bluebird Youth Mentoring Program. Let’s bring these pretty
birds back to our area! This spring we are planning to
offer support to adults, youth and children who would
be interested in putting up, monitoring and recording
nest boxes for bluebirds in the Saltcoats area. We
expect children would be teamed up with an adult and
would participate fully in the responsibilities of putting
the houses in suitable spots, checking on nesting,
seeing the hatchlings grow and fly and completing
records of results of the nesting season. Teams would
also clean out the old nests before the start of the next
nesting season.
We will help put adult and child teams together,
provide information on appropriate locations and
spacing for the houses, provide record forms, will
collect the data and report results back to all the teams.
We hope to be able to supply as many birdhouses as
each team requests. This could also be a class project
for a school group. To join up with this exciting and
rewarding project, call Ron Knudsen at (306) 7442969 as soon as you can.
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At the time of this writing (March 25) male bluebirds
have already been seen in Saltcoats, Calder, and
Canora. They are searching for good territories, which
must contain a suitable nesting site.
Interested persons can join this program at any time. It
may take several years before a placed nesting box is
occupied by bluebirds. The nesting boxes can be
placed and monitored and if maintained will likely
eventually attract bluebirds. You can find more
information about our program on our website .
YFBTA cooperating with Saltcoats Regional Park Board.
The Regional Park Board is promoting the placing of
blue bird nesting boxes within the Regional Park and
along the Leflay Trail. Ron Knudsen, on behalf of
YFBTA is cooperating in supplying nesting box plans
and expert advice. The Regional Park Board has
arranged for materials and has acquired building plans.
If all goes according to plan, young people should be
assembling these bird houses on March 31. YFBTA
salutes the Regional Park Board for promoting
awareness of the natural world and wishes them well
with this excellent program.
YFBTA encourages communities and/or organizations to
run youth programs. YFBTA has resources that may
facilitate programs for young people in member
communities. The programs developed to date require
interested leaders to volunteer to organize activities.
Rob Wilson has volunteered to organize a program for
Saltcoats. Wally Karau has volunteered to organize a
program for Churchbridge. Perhaps there are members
in other areas who would like to participate in one of
our programs? If interested, contact Rob Wilson (306)
744-8140.
Check our website as well
(www.yfbta.com).
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Readers’ Response …..
Pileated Winter
Carnahan

Survival

by

Thom

We had been discussing Pileated woodpeckers when our
Esteemed Editor wondered out loud (which is quite normal for
him) how those large birds survive through the winter.
Knowing nothing about them, I was wisely asked by him to
report for his “bird rag.” He also requested that I elucidate (use
big words to impress the readers) the membership. To begin,
this Pileated bird of the genus Woodpecker does not survive by
eating sawdust as is commonly believed by many. In addition,
it is well known by birders that these birds are ninety-nine per
cent feathers and therefore do not require a great deal of
sustenance.
Food wise, these “gobblers” craftily debark the
accommodations of their “gobblees.” Ants snore. Pileated,
meaning good hearers, have very good hearing. So the
sleeping, snoring ants, who are also deaf, become gobblees.
Grubs on the other hand, are, well… grubby. They can be
followed like teenagers and husbands, around the house,
leaving the telltale signs where they have been. Grubs are as
easily followed as freight trains, you simply follow their tracks.
Their typical yip, yip, yip, yip, yip spreads fear into the
hearts of spruce beetles, causing them to rustle noisily in the
trunks of pine trees. They learned this terror technique from
their close cousins, the Kestrels, who scare up song birds in the
same manner. In the next issue, we shall explore the mating
habits of wood ticks.

Uninvited bird feeder guests
Smith

by Ella

About my bird feeder. Besides all my usual winter visitors I
am getting a deer every night who seems to be getting its
tongue into the feeder ports. This morning at about 7:20 am I
was up and went to look out my window. I spooked the deer
who ran from the feeder but he certainly didn't run scared. He (I
think it was HE) just went out to the road and seemed to be
waiting for me to go back to bed so he could get back to his
breakfast.
To top that, on Sunday morning I looked out my window to
see a moose feeding on a birch tree at the edge of my
driveway. I watched him for about 10 minutes before he idled
off.. I'm hearing reports that there are three of them hanging
around the village. One of them has been bedding at my friends
place , kitty corner from our church.
It is so great to live where you can enjoy nature like this.
My families in the southern part of the province are impressed. .

The YFBTA thanks “Island Ink-Jet Parkland Mall” Yorkton, SK
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Cheap Peanut Butter Bird Feeder
(CPBBF)
By Mohl Nahanrac (Contributed by
Thom Carnahan)
This is an inexpensive, easy way to make a feeder that will
attract woodpeckers, chickadees, and sparrows.
Start with a branch 1/3 meter long, and a few inches in
diameter. Bore out a bunch of holes one inch deep and one inch
in diameter with a drill, into which you put the peanut butter.
Drill a hole through near the top, put some wire through it so
you can hang the feeder from a tree branch or a plant hanger.
Keep the holes filled and you will have a constant flow of birds
at the feeder all year long. They love it.

A Winter Story
Winter on the Canadian prairies can get pretty cold and lonely.
Sometimes alliances are formed out of necessity . This is often
evident among wild animals and birds in exotic places but we
have evidence of such a mutual arrangement here in Saskaoon.
Morning comes very late during the third week of December
and sunrise on Dec. 21st is at 9:12 am. Meika (our cat) begins
to worry if a RB (Red-breasted Nuthatch) doesn’t show up for
breakfast by about 9:00 am. Impatience is a curse that Meika
contends with on a daily basis so by 9:30 am she will often give
up waiting at the window and go to the couch for a midmorning nap. Sooner than you can say “I told you so” RB will
show up for breakfast to put on a show that would make your
tail quiver. She will then stare into the window and demand to
see Meika immediately.
RB often brings along her spouse and they switch back and
forth between the suet and the seeds almost never both at the
same place.
Meika enjoys the company and has a measurable increase in
blood pressure signified by a continuous swing of the tail.
Downy woodpeckers often come to chase RB et al away and
this annoys Meika to no end. She would like to get her paws on
them. Chickadees join in as well but seem to be very low in the
pecking order in our neighborhood.
It is enjoyable to have this activity in and around our household
in the dead of winter.

Howard & Reta Derksen, Saskatoon
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Meika watching her friend the Red-breasted Nuthatch
at the feeder. Photo by Reta Derksen

Bluebird Nesting Areas at Slough View
Park
Bluebird nesting area is available at the Slough View Park sign
location , seven miles east (Grid Road 725) of Saltcoats.
Nests can be located on the edge of the grass line - one or more
meters into the shrub growths along any or all of the three tree
planting areas. Any individual or group wishing to erect
bluebird houses is welcome. Please phone John Sawkey at
(306) 744 2436 or Rob Wilson if there is no response at John’s.
We may be able to supply treated posts for these nests. This is
a great project and I would like to encourage it. - John Sawkey

Wildlife Hotline: (306) 242 – 7177
(Taken from Saskatoon Nature Society Feb. 2007
Newsletter)
The Wildlife Rehabilitation Society of Saskatchewan
has set up a Wildlife Hotline to call if you have
questions about a possibly injured or orphaned wild
animal, including birds. Volunteers are available to
answer questions and concerns. Our goal is to
minimize the negative impact of humans on
Saskatchewan wildlife and to encourage the
sustainability of wildlife in their natural habitats.
Please call if you are interested in becoming a member
or in volunteering opportunities. You can learn more
about this provincial society at www.wrsos.org
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Special Acknowledgements by
the YFBTA
The YFBTA would like to acknowledge and thank
the following for their contribution towards our
organization:











Those who assisted with the YFBTA Bird Booth in
Yorkton (Rob Wilson, George Maben, Paula
Maier, Walter and Joan Farquharson, Jim and
Shirley Jowsey, John Sawkey, and Kim
Wondrasek.)
The YFBTA raised over $300 through the sale of
raffle tickets. Winners were: Art Klause (YFBTA
member and owner of the land on which the Leflay
Trail is located) of Saltcoats (loon appliqué) :
Marlene Brock (YFBTA Member) of Border
Mountain Bed and Breakfast near Kamsack
(Afghan knitted by Ann Tatham of Saltcoats).
Thank you
Lauretta Ritchie-McInnes for
organizing the production of raffle tickets.
Dr. Stuart Houston for his generous donation of 80
copies of Birds of Yorkton-Duck Mountain
which are being sold for $20..00 per copy. Please
contact Rob Wilson if you would like a copy.
Proceeds from the sale of the book will help fund
YFBTA projects and activities.
Sponsors of the Birding Symposium - Listed in
The Four Town Journal.
Thank you Gina Green of Saltcoats who has
donated a roadside emergency kit. This kit is to be
used to support the efforts of the YFBTA.
The YFBTA Board of Directors wishes to thank
John Simpson for his gift of a YFBTA ball cap to
each board member. There are a couple of caps left
which can be purchased for $15.00 each. Please
contact Rob Wilson if you would like one.

The Last Word
It may seem incredible, but I am probably the only person
who attended the AGM and the Birding Symposium in
Esterhazy and was scolded for doing so. The Oncologist in
Regina told me that I had no time to spare attending
conferences, etc. and that the additional wait time may have
put my life into jeopardy. However, I believe that there is a
reason why things happen, and I will never forget the great time
I had in Esterhazy meeting such uplifting people — ultimate
therapy.
During the past month, my mind has been in great turmoil I would wake at three or four in the morning and read until the
sun rose or until Marcel (my stepson in Regina ) went to work.
As a result, I read at least four books a week. A book which I
thoroughly enjoyed was the book “Crows: Encounters With the
Wise Guys.” by Candace Savage. I now view crows as a
different form of people.
Candace, I didn’t mean to deprive you of the last copy of
your book. However, it saved many a desperate night. The
lesson that I learned was, that if I was to survive, I would have
to think and plan like a crow. Crows are thoughtful, helpful,
congenial, strategize, and look out for each other’s interests—
something like members of the YFBTA.
Sara Williams, your writings have also given me
encouragement to do more planting of trees and shrubs. We
share a similar philosophy and all your advice is superb. You
were - and are a great teacher .
John Simpson, you are a mind reader and a generous
person. Your cap is beautiful and I will always treasure it. The
past few weeks I just wondered what I would wear when the
chemo-therapy removes some of the snow from the roof?
I believe that there is a reason for everything. There is a
reason why I became part of the YFBTA. What other group
could be so thoughtful, encouraging, helpful and caring. Much
like the crows! Since joining the group, I have found some of
the finest people in the world. Thank you for everything and
God Bless you all. - John Sawkey - Publisher
Memberships and Renewals
Martha Karau
Phone (306) 896 2660
Box 403 Churchbridge, SK S0A 0M0
marwal @sasktel.net
Photos, Letters, Articles for Publication:
Rob Wilson :
Phone : (306) 744 8140
YFBTA
Box 460
Saltcoats, SK
S0A 3R0
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